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Getting started

Founded in 2000 and headquartered in Virginia, Oxygen Forensics has provided cuttingedge solutions to forensic investigators since the beginning of our mobile-connected world.
Nowadays, Oxygen Forensics is the leading global digital forensics software provider, giving
law enforcement, federal agencies, and enterprises all around the world access to critical
insights and data faster than ever before. With their time in the industry, Oxygen Forensics
has expanded their product support beyond mobile forensics to include cloud, drone,
computer, and IoT devices. Still, we continue to provide the most advanced digital forensic
data extraction and analytical tools for criminal and corporate investigations.
We appreciate you joining us in our mission to make the world safer. We look forward to
supporting you in your forensic work.
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Software installation
Download the software from the customer area. To access it, go to the customer area the link
to which you can find in the email with the registration data from us. You will be brought to
your personal customers area, from which you can download our software, custom recovery
and bootloaders, earlier software versions, additional files and documents, request the latest
keycode, or contact our support team.

Once the software is downloaded, launch the installation process by running the downloaded
package. Wait for the installation window to open. In it, state the destination folder, shortcuts
and file extension association settings. Select the program language from the drop-down list
(English, Spanish, German, Italian, French or Chinese), read and accept the license agreement
and click Install. Wait for a few minutes for installation to finish.
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To activate the software, start it and then enter the activation key at the opened window. As
soon as it is accepted, the program will restart. Enter your official email address to get the
second code. As soon as it is applied and verified, you can start using Oxygen ForensicⓇ
Detective!
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Data extraction
Run Oxygen Forensic® Extractor from the home screen to extract data from the device.

Mobile devices
Android
Logical data extraction
OxyAgent

OxyAgent is a small forensically designed application designed by Oxygen Forensics that
allows extracting data from a device. OxyAgent is typically used to acquire user data and
media files when physical data extraction is not supported.
Requirements:
• The device should be unlocked;
• The device should be operated on Android 4.x or higher;
• It should be possible to insert a SD card or an OTG-adapter into the device;
• It should be possible to run third party apps on the device.
Installing OxyAgent

1. Run Oxygen Forensic® Extractor from the Oxygen Forensic® Detective home screen.
2. Select the Android OxyAgent extraction of interest from the list of available Android
data extraction types;
3. Follow the instructions on the screen.

Android OxyAgent extraction

In this case, you will have to connect the
Android device to your PC via USB cable.
Follow all the steps appearing on the screen
and grant all the necessary permissions to
extract the data. As soon as data is extracted
from the device, OxyAgent will be deleted
from it.
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Manual OxyAgent extraction

This option can be used when the device
cannot be connected to the PC via USB cable,
but a SD card could be inserted into it.
You’ll be asked to save the app on the SD card
that will be used in the investigation, then
insert it into the device and install OxyAgent
from it. Grant the app all the requested
permissions for the data extraction to run
smoothly. As soon as extraction is complete,
eject the SD card from the device and connect
it into PC to import the extracted data to
Oxygen Forensic® Detective.
OxyAgent over WiFi extraction

This mode is designed for cases when device
data cannot be extracted via USB cable or
offline. To install OxyAgent on the device,
open the link from the Extraction wizard
screen. Enter the link manually in the device
browser or scan the QR code with device
camera to install OxyAgent. As soon as the
installation process finishes, open OxyAgent
and select Extract over WiFi option. Enter in
the extraction wizard the IP address from the
device screen. As soon as it is entered, confirm
the data entry and that OxyAgent is running,
and click Extract to select sections that are to
be extracted from the device. Then, start the
extraction. Progress bars for each section will
be displayed both at the OxyAgent and Oxygen
Forensic® Extractor screens. After extraction, you can delete the app.

OxyAgent WhatsApp data extraction

Using OxyAgent you can extract such data from WhatsApp, WhatsApp Business as
information about the user account, their chats, contacts, audio and video calls, work chats
weekdays from WhatsApp for Business, full information about group chat contacts, contact
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profile pictures, and catalogues from WhatsApp for Business. Start using this feature by
selecting Extract third party applications data option from the OxyAgent home screen. You
will be required to enable additional options in the device settings. Tap Continue after
configuring everything.

After enabling all the necessary options, choose from which application you wish to extract
data: WhatsApp or WhatsApp Business. Then you will be asked to select which data types
within what timeframe are to be extracted.
Please note that there are constraints concerning amount of messages that could be
extracted:
• When exporting chats with media, you can extract up to 10,000 latest messages.
• When exporting chats without media, you can extract up to 40,000 messages.
This restriction is stated in the FAQ on the official WhatsApp page. Thus, messages that do
not fit this limit will be absent from OxyAgent extraction.
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As soon as the extraction is complete, you can start another extraction or finish it and delete
the OxyAgent app from the device. WhatsApp data extraction is available in the manual mode
(the extraction will be saved in the internal memory or on the removable media).
OxyAgent Signal data extraction

You can get access to Signal data by extracting already saved chat backups entering the
encryption code or creating a backup copy and saving the encryption code. The Signal
backup encryption code is a password phrase consisting of 30 characters.
If a backup copy has already been created, but the passphrase is unknown, Oxygen Forensic
Detective will delete the backup copy encrypted with the unknown code and create a new
one. In this case, the user data in the app’s database will not be altered and will remain the
same; however, the previously created local chat backups will be deleted from the device.
Signal backup contains:
• User account information;
• Phonebook contacts;
• Signal contacts;
• Private and group chats;
• Attachments;
• Saved stickers.
Signal can be configured to be used to send and receive SMS and MMS messages. Since they
are also included in the Signal backup, they can be extracted and decrypted. Please note that
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only 2 most recent backups can be stored. At the creation of a new backup, the earliest
backup is replaced with the new one.
Since it is not possible to know for sure whether the backing up option was enabled before
starting extraction, OxyAgent scans the device for saved Signal backups and returns the
search results before extraction. Depending on the result, you are offered several possible
work scenarios.
If backups were detected on the device, depending on the presence of a passphrase, it is
suggested to save the existing backups, or to save the existing backups and create a new one
in addition to the existing ones including all current Signal data.

It is possible to enter the passphrase from the existing backups either in OxyAgent or in
Oxygen Forensic® Detective after the extraction is complete. If the passphrase was entered
in OxyAgent, it will be validated in Signal settings before the extraction starts.
If existing backups were detected and you know the right passphrase, they can be extracted
without validating the passphrase and using Signal app.
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Since it is impossible to detect whether the backing up was enabled before starting the
extraction, the existing backups may have been moved or deleted from the device manually
by the device owner, while the backing up option remained enabled. In this case, it is possible
to select the option not to disable backing up, so that the current passphrase remains valid.
In this case, a new backup will be created encrypted with the existing passphrase, which can
be entered into Oxygen Forensic® Detective after import.
If you have not entered the passphrase in OxyAgent at the extraction of the existing backups,
you will be asked to enter it in the Signal section of Oxygen Forensic® Detective to decrypt
data. The backups data will be decrypted and available after successful entry of the
passphrase.
OxyAgent Discord data extraction

Using OxyAgent you can extract information about the user, their contacts, private and group
chats and channels from Discord. Discord is a free messenger developed by Hammer & Chisel
(Discord Inc.) in 2015. It has about 300 m. users and is mostly spread among students and
gamers.
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To extract data from Discord, device has to be connected to Internet. Once the connection is
established, activate ‘Accessibility services' in OxyAgent options on the device and give
OxyAgent some time to extract application’s data. While data is being extracted, please
ignore all screen notifications and/or other actions happening on the device screen.
You may set filters for acquired data:
→ number of chat/channel last messages;
→ attachment size (provide extraction depending on attachment size);
→ channel filter;
→ contacts avatar filter.

OxyAgent Twitter data extraction

Data extraction from Twitter in OxyAgent is available in ‘Extract third party application data’.
Investigated device must be connected to Internet and ‘Accessibility services' option should
be active in OxyAgent settings for the following data to be extracted:
• account owner information;
• subscribers;
• subscriptions;
• account owner’s feed;
• group and private messages.
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Special way to save message attachments is developed for Twitter. If it is an image, the
program makes a screenshot of it, if it is animated GIF image or video the program plays it
and takes video. Video duration may be set before extraction starts from 1 frame to full
length. GIFs are always recorded as video files.

OxyAgent Line data extraction

With OxyAgent, you can acquire only Line message history since there are restrictions on
saving attachments in chats and chat export. Data may be extracted even if the device is not
connected to Internet, what is the default option. Prior to starting the extraction, make sure
that accessibility services are active in OxyAgent settings on the device. You can use the
filters to specify how much data you wish to extract.
The following data could be extracted from this app:
• account information;
• contacts (friends);
• chats (without attachments);
• saved attachments (without corresponding chat message(s).
Please note that if Line data is extracted from Android 11 device, you will not get attachments
saved on the device.
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OxyAgent screenshots taking mode

Using OxyAgent, you can make screenshots of the evidence in semi-automatic and manual
modes. In semi-automatic mode multiple screenshots can be taken, creating something
similar to a screen recording, whereas manual mode supports taking single screenshots.
To use this feature, select Make and save screenshots option from the OxyAgent home screen.
The following message will emerge:

Click on Start now to open the Settings window. From there, allow OxyAgent to be displayed
on top of other apps.
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Return to OxyAgent to select screenshots taking mode: semi-automated or manual one. In
case of choosing the semi-automated mode, you will be required to fine-tune the accessibility
settings.
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Only with all the necessary rights are granted you can take screenshots in the semiautomated mode, selecting the corresponding option from OxyAgent home screen.
Depending on the selected mode, the device screen displays either a joystick with the ability
to set the direction of taking screenshots, or just a button for taking a single screenshot. As
soon as all screenshots of data of interest are taken, you can start another extraction, exit or
delete the app from the OxyAgent home screen.

Extraction of ADB backups

If the device is unlocked, you can extract ADB backup of Android devices running Android
OS 4.0-10.0. The ADB backup includes the following data: apk-files, user data, media files,
system apps data. Please note that starting with Android 6, the cached data, phonebook,
calendar, messages and data about the calls are not included in the backup.

Physical data extraction
Android physical via ADB

Android Debug Bridge (ADB) is a versatile command-line tool that lets you communicate
with a device. The ADB command facilitates a variety of device actions, such as installing and
debugging apps, and it provides access to a Unix shell that you can use to run a variety of
commands on a device. Exploiting it, you can perform a physical extraction from an Android
device or extract its backup.
Oxygen Forensic® Extractor allows temporary rooting of unlocked Android devices running
Android OS 4.0-10.0. Please note that SPL must be no later than October 2019. With this
method you can extract the full physical dump of the device.
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Screen lock bypass methods

If you have a locked Android device, check its manufacturer and which chipset it is based on.
With Oxygen Forensic® Extractor you can extract physical dumps from devices based on
Kirin, MTK, Spreadtrum, Exynos, Qualcomm chipsets.
Please note that the extraction process differs depending on the chosen option and model.
Make sure to follow the steps appearing on the Oxygen Forensic® Extractor screen.
Please refer to this document for more details: Device extraction methods (oxygenforensic.com)

Apple iOS
If you are to extract data from an Apple iOS device, first make sure that the latest iTunes
version is installed on your PC. We recommend downloading it from the official Apple
website.
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Logical data extraction
With Oxygen Forensic® Extractor, you can get the iTunes backup of the iOS device that is
under investigation. This is the most common way to extract data from Apple iOS devices. All
device data excluding system files and cache will be included in the backup.
To get it,
1. Switch on the device;
2. Unlock it;
3. Connect it to the PC;
4. Run Oxygen Forensic® extractor and select iTunes backup from the list of available
options;
5. Follow the instructions appearing on the screen and click Next;
6. As soon as data is extracted, the software will try to guess the password to decrypt
the backup. If you know the password, you can enter it right away by clicking on Stop!
I know the password.
7. The decrypted iTunes backup data will be available in Oxygen Forensic® Detective.

Full logical data extraction
Starting with Oxygen Forensic® Detective version 12.5, you can run full logical data
extraction of filesystem and keychain from an Apple iOS device, using our own exploit based
on checkm8. Checkm8 is an exploit (program exploiting OS or hardware vulnerabilities)
aimed at getting access to the execution of its own software code at the earliest stage of iOS
device loading.
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The main peculiarity of it is that the vulnerability, on which checkm8 is based, cannot be
fixed by the software (by software update) as it is incorporated in code from read-only
memory, which cannot be rewritten, at the stage of manufacturing a device chip. This means
that all iOS devices prone to this vulnerability will always remain vulnerable, regardless of
the iOS version.
Exploiting this vulnerability, we can do a semi tethered jailbreak of an Apple iOS device,
extracting all the device data (entering the screenlock password) or data which is not
dependent on the password input (BFU/ Before First Unlock).
Supported devices and OS versions:
• iPhone 6, iPhone 6 plus, iPad Mini 4 operated on iOS 12.4.4-12.5.3
• iPad 5g, iPhone 6s, iPhone 6s Plus, iPhone SE operated on iOS 12.4-14.7 beta
• iPad 6g, iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus, iPhone X operated on iOS
13.0 - 14.7 beta
To start the extraction, run Oxygen Forensic® Extractor and select iOS Advanced extraction.
Allow the app to make changes to your device. From an opened iOS Advanced extraction
window, select whether you want to extract data from a device exploiting checkm8
vulnerability or whether you want to extract data from an already jailbroken device via SSH.
Then, follow the instructions appearing on the screen. After data extraction is complete, the
device will be added to Oxygen Forensic® Detective.
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Memory and SIM cards
Using Oxygen Forensic® Extractor, you can also extract data from Memory and SIM cards.
Before starting data extraction from a SIM card, make sure that you know both PIN and PUK
codes or that PIN input has been switched off. We cannot bruteforce those codes as you are
given 3 tries to enter PIN and 10 to enter PUK. If the entered data is incorrect, the SIM card
will become locked and no data could be extracted from it. Make sure that you have the
necessary reader, connected to your PC, in which you can insert the card.
After inserting the card, run Oxygen Forensic® Extractor and select the corresponding
option. Please note that if you choose the default data extraction, only messages, event log,
phonebook and file browser data will be extracted. If you wish to extract as much data as
possible, select extraction of the full image. Please note that in this case the data extraction
process may take several hours instead of 15-30 minutes.

Backup and image import
You can import the existing backups and images in Oxygen Forensic® Detective. The
supported file formats and origins are listed in the Import section of Oxygen Forensic®
Detective home screen. Select an option that meets your needs to import the file to Oxygen
Forensic® Detective for further investigation and analysis.
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Cloud data extraction
With Oxygen Forensic® Cloud Extractor you can extract data from 90 different cloud
services! The list of supported cloud services is constantly growing, so the number will
increase over time, aiding your investigation more.
The easiest way to extract the cloud services data is to import the credentials that were
already acquired by Oxygen Forensic® Detective or KeyScout. Import the saved oxygen
credentials package from Oxygen Forensic® Cloud Extractor home screen or from the
Accounts and Passwords section of an extraction of interest. This way, all the information
about the extraction and acquired tokens and passwords will be imported into Oxygen
Forensic® Cloud Extractor. If you know user credentials or a token from a service that was
not listed automatically, you can select the service manually and authorize in it manually as
well.
Alternatively, you can start a new extraction from Oxygen Forensic® Cloud Extractor that is
not connected to any devices or cases within Oxygen Forensic® Detective. In this case, you
will be asked to provide some data about the account owner, case and extraction.

Then, you will be taken to the list of supported services, which can be filtered by type, such
as Apple, Google, Samsung, etc. You can also search for a specific service by using the
magnifier icon in the upper right corner.
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Select one or several services you want to extract data from, and then log into the account
with credentials or tokens. Please note that authorization types, proxy and 2FA support
differs depending on the service itself and the software version you are using. If you need
detailed information about an exact cloud service support, please contact our support team.
The data extraction will start at the successful completion of authorization. You can view the
data extracted from cloud services in Oxygen Forensic® Detective.

Extraction of computer artifacts with KeyScout
Oxygen Forensic® KeyScout is a portable utility available at no additional charge within
Oxygen Forensic® Detective software. You can find the KeyScout utility on the Oxygen
Forensic® Detective home screen. Oxygen Forensic® KeyScout collects a wide range of data,
including user credentials, system data, data from pre-installed and user-installed apps,
various email clients, messengers and web browsers.

Live data extraction
Using Oxygen Forensic® KeyScout, you can extract and search data from a PC under
investigation, be it operated on Windows, macOS or Linux.
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To start the extraction, open KeyScout from the Oxygen Forensic® Detective home screen,
copy the executable to a removable drive and then run it on the subject’s Windows, macOS
or Linux computer.

You can fine-tune the search and data extraction from the Settings tab.
Please note that that the list of services and apps data from which can be extracted, as well
as the data types depend on the PC OS, privileges granted and the software version. For more
detailed information regarding the specific application or system file extraction, please
contact our support team.

Import of desktop extractions
You can import the existing desktop images in Oxygen Forensic® Detective. The supported
file formats and origins are listed in the Import section of Oxygen Forensic® Detective home
screen. Select an option that meets your needs to import the file to Oxygen Forensic®
Detective for further investigation and analysis.
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Parsing of E01 images
The e01 (Encase Image File Format) file is a forensic disk image file that keeps backup of
various types of acquired digital evidence. It was originally developed by EnCase® Forensic,
a forensics software application. Then other companies started using it in their products,
leading it to become common place. In other words, an e01 file is an encrypted and raw file.
E01 files are generally used for storing extracted and parsed data by digital forensics, cyber
security, and e-discovery products. They are also often used in some judicial settings for
preserving and presenting digital evidence.
In order to extract and analyze data from e01 disk images, open the home screen of Oxygen
Forensic® Detective. Find Desktop extractions within Import section and click on Drive
image. Import Wizard will open, there, investigators can select the advanced import settings
for the image.
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Once investigators press the Import button, Oxygen Forensic® KeyScout is launched. Press
the Start Search button to start parsing data from the imported e01 image. Parsed artifacts
are displayed during the scanning in real time within the Oxygen Forensic® KeyScout
window. Investigators can then review the data and select the artifacts to include into the
final extraction.
Once the extraction is complete, click on the Save button, and the parsed e01 image will be
opened in Oxygen Forensic® Detective. Depending on the e01 image and what is selected,
the evidence set could include data from the most popular messengers, web browsers, email
clients, as along with app credentials and tokens.
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NOTE: Only e01 images of NTFS file system are currently supported. NTFS is a proprietary
journaling file system developed by Microsoft, which is the default file system of the
Windows NT family, starting with Windows NT 3.1. Considering that Windows OS market
share is 88.14%, e01 disk images of most PCs will be supported. However, we are working
on adding support for macOS and Linux operating systems as well.
Other e01 files that can be imported into Oxygen Forensic® Detective are the physical
images of Android devices. An e01 file can be selected at the import of Android Physical
image. Its data will be parsed and analyzed by Oxygen Forensic® Detective and then
displayed on the extraction main screen, similarly to all the other extractions of Android
physical dumps. The evidence set will include app data, files, contacts, messages, calls,
deleted information, and other artifacts.

Parsing of AD1 images
AD1 files mostly belong to Forensic Toolkit by Accessdata. An ADI disk image file contains
the Forensic Toolkit Image data. AD1 translates to Access Data 1. The AccessData group
developed the forensic software, Forensic Toolkit. It was developed for the purpose of
scanning hard drives in order to search for all sorts of information. The contents of an ADI
file can be accessed using KeyScout. Archive file containing logical image may be imported
from PC or via Desktop extractions.
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To import an AD1 image from PC, follow these steps:
1. Click on “Backup import” from the Oxygen Forensic® Detective home screen;
2. Choose OS in which the image was created and press ‘Import’
3. KeyScout module with the archive file will open automatically. Choose ‘Logical image
search’ and press ‘Save’ after the search is complete;
4. Image will be exported from KeyScout and imported to Oxygen Forensic® Detective
for further analysis.
To import an AD1 image via Desktop extractions, follow these steps:
1. Select the appropriate option from the Desktop extractions on the Oxygen Forensic®
Detective home screen:
- Windows file system zip/AD1/L01;
- macOS file system zip/AD1/L01;
- Linux file system zip/AD1/L01.
2. Choose OS in which the image was created.
3. Choose archive file for import.
4. Press ‘Import’ button. KeyScout module will open automatically. Choose ‘Logical
image search’ and press ‘Save’ after the search is complete.
5. Image will be exported from KeyScout and imported to Oxygen Forensic® Detective
for further analysis.

Parsing of L01 images
File format .L01 is associated with EnCase Logical Evidence File developed by Guidance
Software. These files have binary format and belong to category of disk image files used by
Windows 10, Windows 7, Windows 8/8.1, Windows Vista and Windows XP operation
systems. Some of our competitors save logical extractions to .L01 format.
Use KeyScout to run a search through an .L01 logical image. Archive file containing logical
image may be imported from PC or via Desktop extractions.
To import an L01 image from PC, follow these steps:
1. Choose Backup import.
2. Choose archive file, then choose the OS of the image and click Import.
3. KeyScout module will open automatically. Choose ‘Logical image search’ and click
Save after it is completed.
4. The image will be exported from KeyScout to Oxygen Forensic® Detective.
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To import an L01 image via Desktop extractions, follow these steps:
1. Choose Desktop extractions.
2. Following options may be chosen there:
→ Windows file system zip/ ad1/ L01;
→ macOS file system zip/ ad1/ L01;
→ Linux file system zip/ ad1 / L01.
3. Choose OS of the image
4. Choose archive file in folder;
5. Click Import. KeyScout module with the archive will open automatically. Choose
“Logical image search” and click “Save” after it is completed.
6. The image will be exported from KeyScout to Oxygen Forensic® Detective.

Drone data extraction
There are several ways of extracting and analyzing drone data using Oxygen Forensic®
Detective.
You can:
• Import
○ DJI or Parrot drone logs;
○ DJI GO or Parrot flight logs;
○ DJI or Parrot drone images;
○ DJI Assistant backup
• Extract data from
○ Spark, Mavic Pro DJI drones;
○ their controller
• Using Oxygen Forensic® Cloud extractor, access data stored in
○ SkyPixel cloud (credentials, token, proxy);
○ DJI Cloud (credentials, token, proxy);
○ MyParrot Cloud (credentials, token, proxy)
NOTE: in order to extract the cloud data, you will be asked to enter user credentials or
tokens. The following can be imported from the Accounts and Passwords section of Oxygen
Forensic® Detective if the user device from which all these apps have been accessed has
been analyzed.
We recommend using maps module built-into Oxygen Forensic® Detective to overview and
track drone flight routes. All the detailed information about the drone state and flight will be
available from there. Save the snapshots of active maps using the toolbar to include them in
the report. The taken snapshots will be available in the Snapshots section.
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IoT data extraction
With Oxygen Forensic® Detective you can gain access to the data obtained by the various
virtual digital assistants which occasionally record conversations by error, and always
document and store all voice commands.

Amazon Alexa
When an Alexa user utters the wake word to perform a skill a recording of the query is sent
to the user’s Amazon cloud account. The user specific request is processed and a response is
returned to the device. You, armed with Oxygen Forensic® Cloud Extractor, can extract
Amazon Alexa data to include these valuable recordings of that actual utterance by the user.
Obtain access to the Amazon Alexa account from Oxygen Forensic® Cloud Extractor using
either user’s credentials or user token. The token can be extracted from either the mobile
device(s) or PC(s) Alexa is currently paired to. The Amazon Alexa token can be found in the
Cloud Account section in Oxygen Forensic Detective after the mobile device has been
acquired. If using a PC to locate the Amazon Alexa, simply run our Oxygen Forensic KeyScout
utility. Using our powerful KeyScout utility a user’s token can be recovered if the user has
logged into their Amazon Alexa account in their PC’s web browser. It should be noted that
using a token will allow you to bypass 2-factor authentication that had been set within the
Amazon Alexa account.
Once the cloud extraction has completed, import the collected evidence to Oxygen Forensic®
Detective. The valuable data extracted can contain a wealth of information to include:
account and device details, contacts, user activity, incoming and outgoing messages,
calendars, notifications, user created lists, created/installed skills, preferences, and more.
One amazing feature in the software is the ability to extract the stored voice commands given
to Alexa by the user, being able to hear their actual voice.

Google Home
Armed with Oxygen Forensic® Detective, you can extract data from Google Home from both
mobile devices and the associated cloud service.
Cloud extraction
Oxygen Forensic Cloud Extractor allows access to a user’s Google Home account by entering
either the login/password or a Google master token. Our robust software is also capable of
finding Google credentials both in a mobile devices’ image and on an associated PC. Finding
Google credentials extracted from a mobile device is easy; simply navigate to the Cloud
Accounts. Also, using our KeyScout built-in utility you can collect the token information from
the associated PC if the user had used the PC to log into their account.
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Once armed with credentials, use the Oxygen Forensic® Cloud Extractor to access the Google
Home account. Like in our many other supported cloud services, the token will allow you to
bypass 2-factor authentication if enabled. If your investigated user utilizes a username and
password for login authentication simply be prepared to verify the identity by one of the
available methods: SMS, Google Authenticator, backup codes, prompt or USB token. Google
cloud provides The Google Home data includes, but is not limited to: account and device
details, voice commands, and verbose information about users. Again, like Alexa, you can
listen to all the voice recordings created by the Google home users directly in Oxygen
Forensic Detective.
Mobile device extraction
Many users of a Google Home device use the Google Home to set up, manage and control a
Google Home device. Oxygen Forensic® Detective supports the parsing and decoding of the
Google Home app data from both Apple iOS and Android devices. Data is available from iOS
devices that have been jailbroken or those collected physically by Grayshifts GrayKey.
Android devices must have root access or physical access to recover the database file for
Google Home. You can use one of our physical collection methods to get access to the data.
Extracted information from the mobile app, once obtained, will include: account and device
details, cache, cookies, nearby devices, and other valuable user data. It should be understood
that the mobile app for Google is an active application and the app contains far less data than
what is stored in the user’s associated cloud account. We recommend extracting data from
user's cloud account if you want to recover the user’s complete stored history.
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Data analysis
Once data from all the sources and devices of interest is extracted and imported into Oxygen
Forensic® Detective, comes the time to analyze it! And that’s where our software comes
forward, offering multiple robust features.
The extraction home screen consists of general information about the data source at the top,
followed by panel with Statistics widgets, and information about extraction, owner and the
device, as well as a field for adding notes. Scroll down to overview the general sections, in
which data from the device is sorted by its type. The categories in this section depend on the
data types present within extraction. The exceptions are Reports and Snapshots – those two
get filled as you browse through data, take snapshots of Social Graph or Maps, create reports.
The general sections are followed by the Analytics panel. Analytical sections available from
the extraction home screen, are:
Section name
About
Faces
Facial recognition. Run it to determine faces present in the extraction
media.
Key Evidence
This section gets filled as you get through evidence, marking the
important bits. In it, all data marked as Key Evidence, data with tags and
notes is displayed. Also data categorized by our Image Categorization
tool is shown here.
OCR
Optical Character Recognition. Run it to automatically transcribe text
from images.
Search
Use it to search data. Use keywords and multiple filters to enhance your
experience.
Social Graph
Open it to view all social interactions on a graph, investigate the
connections, as well as read their messages.
Statistics
Use this section to overview the extraction data, as well as your own
notes.
Timeline
Open Timeline to view all extraction data sorted in chronological order.
Use multiple filters to limit the timeframe or data sources.
At the bottom of the extraction home screen there is an alphabetically sorted list of
applications data from which is present on the device.
The case home screen consists of general information about the case, list of extractions with
their brief description, Contacts and Files as the general sections and some analytical
sections at the bottom of the screen. Analytical sections available from the case home screen,
are:
Section name
About
Key Evidence
This section gets filled as you get through evidence, marking the
important bits. In it, all data marked as Key Evidence, data with tags and
notes is displayed.
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Search
Social Graph
Timeline

Use it to search data. Use keywords and multiple filters to enhance your
experience.
Open it to view all social interactions within the case on a graph,
investigate the connections, determine third parties of interest, as well
as read their messages.
Open Timeline to view all case data sorted in chronological order. Use
multiple filters to limit the timeframe or data sources.

Timeline
Go to the Timeline section to view all the extracted data in chronological order – chats within
apps, calls, web activity, web connections, photos, videos, calendar events, and more. Events
can be viewed for one device or a group of devices, allowing easy identiﬁcation of common
group activities. Sort and ﬁlter by date, time, source, activity frequency, contact, remote
party, or other data points to focus only on the most relevant data. The Geolocations tab
contains the full list of geo coordinates from all the sources that include photos, videos, apps,
drone ﬂight logs, and more. Select the event of interest to view its metadata on the right
panel. In addition, the Activity matrix and Activity chart located in the bottom panel help to
detect when the device was most used.
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Social Graph
Social Graph offers the most convenient approach to working with social data, analyzing
social connections, chats and calls. You can build Social Graph for one extraction or the entire
case. Select a case with several devices to build the Social Graph for all case extractions.

Use different graph modes to get a comprehensive view of the data. You can view:
a. any contact’s direct communications – double-click their icon displayed on the graph. View
those in the following modes:
i. circle mode, in which all user’s direct communications are shown in a circle built
around the account of interest, by clicking on circle view icon in the upper right
corner;
ii. cloud mode, in which contacts that are more frequently interacted with are
displayed closer to the central account – click on the cloud distribution icon in the
upper-right corner
The difference between the views:
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b. common communications of several extractions by double-clicking the contact’s icon in
the graph

c. common contacts of the selected accounts – select the contacts of interest with a frame or
hold Ctrl, and a button appears on the detail’s sidebar
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3. Contact’s entire communication history by choosing View/Comminutions option on the
toolbar.
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4. Interactions the primary contact had with themselves. Often times, a suspect will send
critical information to themselves as to not forget it. Many valuable things can be found here.
If there are any self-communications the contact will have a circle with the number of
communications. Click on this number to view communications.
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What’s more, you can define the shortest paths between selected contacts. The number of
intermediaries is set to 5 by default, but this can be changed within the Settings.ini file in the
Oxygen Forensic® Detective folder. Select the 2 contacts of interest with a frame or hold Ctrl,
and a button appears on the details sidebar.

If you see many accounts of the same device owner on the Graph go to the Contacts section,
manually select all these accounts there and press Merge button on the toolbar. After this
you will see the merged account in the Social Graph as well. If you need to hide a contact from
the Social Graph, press the Delete button or right click a contact and select Hide option in the
menu. You can always reset filters by pressing Reset filters button on the toolbar.
You can also add tags to data of interest and mark crucial information as Key Evidence right
inside the Graph. The tagged data will be available in the Key Evidence section. Additionally,
the extraction Timeline can be filtered by tags to overview the selected set of data.
Save a snapshot of a Social Graph in SVG file format by clicking Make snapshot button and
export into a Relativity file by clicking Export button. The advantage of a vector graphic
format (SVG) over a raster format is that the image quality remains almost the same when
zoomed in.
You can also save the current state of the case graph, with user-configured filters, location of
elements, and graph tabs by clicking the Save button on the toolbar. So, if the section is closed
or the program restarts, the created Social Graph will remain.

OCR
Optical Character Recognition automatically identifies typed, handwritten, or printed text
located within an image and converts it into machine-encoded text. Whether it’s from a
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scanned document, a photo of a document, a screenshot of a conversation, or an image with
subtitles, we can convert it. The OCR module is built-into Oxygen Forensic® Detective and
available at no additional charge.
Using the built-in, automated OCR module, you can easily conduct searches for words located
in images. This is done by converting images containing text to allow for recognizable
searchable characters. This feature is an incredible time-saver, as there is no longer need to
manually search image data for possible evidentiary material. The OCR tool becomes even
more useful when dealing with large backups, taking little time to recognize and convert all
text from images and screenshots on the device.
To run OCR, in the extraction home screen, scroll down to the Analytics section and open the
OCR module.

Next, select the set of text to be analyzed from the upper menu. Alternatively, click on the
OCR button to run OCR.

As soon as text recognition is complete, uncheck the “Text not found” box to display only
images with text that has been recognized.

Select the image of interest from the list to see the image preview in the left sidebar and to
read the recognized text from the lower panel. Detailed information regarding the chosen
file is displayed in the right sidebar.
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The recognized text information can also be viewed from the main grid.

Additionally, you can state the OCR settings, changing the minimum image size, adjusting the
import settings, or adding supported languages. Our OCR module permits the conversion and
analysis of up to 12 languages, including Arabic, Chinese, German, Italian, Japanese, and
Spanish.

Faces
Go to Faces section to run Facial recognition. Facial recognition systems are bio-metric
technologies capable of identifying or verifying a person from a digital image or a video
frame from a video source. Facial recognition can identify a person by analyzing patterns
based on the person’s facial textures and shape.
Using the built-in facial recognition technology you will spend less time looking through
thousands of photos or videos in a single mobile, cloud or drone extraction and now better
equipped to analyze the aggregated visual data from hundreds of devices!
Here are some possible use cases:
• Identification of known individuals from images captured from mobile devices and
cloud services in investigative cases. Clustering or grouping all faces in similarity
“buckets” for easy identification of all images/videos with the subject(s).
• Assistance in locating endangered children, human trafficking, or other crimes by
searching across all the images/videos in cases within Oxygen Forensic® Detective
showing grouping of known images uploaded and those with high confidence levels
of being the same person(s).
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•

Drones capture images and videos. This data can be extracted and analyzed which
can assist in theater to identify possible known terrorists.
You can choose to run Facial recognition at backup import. To do this, open Settings, go to
Advanced Analytics and activate Facial recognition at import.
If there was no facial recognition at import, open the extraction home screen and go to Faces
section within Analytics. On the screen, you will see a message stating that facial recognition
was not performed, and the Facial Recognition button. Click on it to start image analysis.
After the image analysis is complete, the Faces section will be divided into three parts. The
left sidebar contains filters that you can use to sort the analyzed photos. Images can be
filtered by gender, race, and age of the person in the photo. The central section contains
photos on which the faces were recognized. Those are located in the People --> Identified
faces tab. After selecting a person in the list, you can see the people identified in the image
and estimate the number of identical and similar photos in the corresponding tabs (Similar
Images and Familiar with). In addition, after clicking on the thumbnail image, the original
photo is displayed on the screen, where the area defined as the face of the focal element is
highlighted with a green border. If other faces were recognized in the photo, they are
highlighted with a blue border. On the right sidebar, there is a Details panel containing
detailed information about the selected focus element. You can also add a tag or comment to
each picture or mark it as Key Evidence. If a person was recognized from a contact's photo,
the person is assigned the contact's name.
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Image Categorization
Image categorization is an innovated way to bring in artificial intelligence (AI) that is capable
of recognizing photos and videos containing identified information from one of twelve
categories. The current categories currently supported are: pornography, extremism,
graphic violence, drugs, chats, vehicles, maps, QR- or barcodes, alcohol, weapons, gambling,
child abuse and images and videos deemed to be risqué. This powerful addition is also able
to detect documents, currency, IDs and credit cards. It is based on a neural network that
scans the visual composition of an image to approximate the consistency of enough data that
matches a particular supported category.
Running image categorization significantly improves the speed of sorting and analyzing
visual data on subject’s device. Artificial Intelligence used in our image categorization helps
to speed the process of identification when working with images. This of course is not
replacement for an investigators oversight, all identified images should be verified and
validated.
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This feature can be utilized both when importing device data or on an already imported
backups or extraction. In both cases, you can select categories you would like to search for
and also fine-tune the positive “hit” settings by setting identification thresholds in
Options/Advanced analytics menu in Oxygen Forensic® Detective. There are four possible
threshold settings: low, medium, high (default) and max. The maximum threshold decreases
the false positives and detection rate.
After running the image categorization in Oxygen Forensic® Detective, the number of
matching images for each supported category is automatically tagged and identified in both
the Key Evidence and Files sections. You can also review the tagged data, manually excluding
the false positives and marking the important data as Key Evidence. Please note that if you
choose to cancel the image categorization, no tags will be assigned and no results will be
saved.

Locating Image Categorization
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Image Categorization settings

After Image Categorization is complete, uncheck the No tag box to view the results.
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Tagging and Key Evidence
When working with data, mark the important bits of it as Key Evidence by pressing on a star
in the grid next to the entry of interest or from the Details sidebar. For more detailed marking
of the data, use Tags. Oxygen Forensic® Detective offers a number of predeﬁned tags,
including: Nudity, Weapon, Guns, Important, and several others. You can also create and
set your own tags and export entries to data reports by simply selecting the relevant tags.
You can sort Timeline or any other section to view only tagged data or entries marked as Key
Evidence. To view all entries identiﬁed as relevant to a case, go to the Key Evidence section.
There, all data marked with Key Evidence or with the tags will be displayed, making data
analysis easier and saving valuable time. You can bookmark important evidence in a single
device, or several devices, and export it later to one data report.
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Data Search
If you are looking for a specific bit of information, be it some word, a certain sentence, one of
the keywords, a credit card number or all email addresses mentioned, go to the Data Search.
You can search across a single device, all devices in a case, or all devices in a database.
Access texts, phone numbers, email addresses, geo-coordinates, IP addresses, MAC
addresses, credit card numbers, and ﬁle hashes including Project VIC. A Regular Expression
library is available for custom search functions, and you also can create a set of keywords
for a data search. Moreover, there are 3 ways how a search can be done: in parsed data, in
files, and in file content such as SQLite databases.

Statistics
The statistic section widget is located right on the extraction home screen. It presents an
overview of the entire extraction and it’s data helping quickly identify potential sections of
interest.
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It consists of several widgets, all of which are neatly displayed on the screen. The widgets
are divided into two categories–data on the device and investigator interaction. Data on the
device is displayed in the first widgets and shows the data present within the extraction in
charts or tables (Activity Chart, Activity Matrix, Last Contacted, Data Types, Top 10
Applications, Contacts, or Groups). The second group of widgets, or investigator interactions
widgets, display your interactions with the evidence: assigning tags, marking data as Key
Evidence, adding and editing notes, running hash set searches, as well as using Project VIC
tags.
The automatically-built widgets, presenting data within the extraction, are:

Activity Chart
This analytical feature displays user activity by set timeframes (years, months, etc). Every
event type corresponds to a specific color of the chart column: Calls are shown in green,
Messages are marked with yellow, and other events are shown in red. The entire chart scale
is divided into equal time intervals: 1 year, 1 month, 1 hour, 1 minute, or 1 second. The
intervals can be easily set just to the right of the label: Group by. For each time interval, a
column filled with the color corresponding to the event type is displayed. If there are
multiple event types, a column for each event type will be displayed.

The height of the chart column depends, nonlinearly, on the number of events that occurred
within the selected time interval and which type corresponds to the column type. If there
were no events during a certain time interval, this interval is not displayed on the chart.
Hovering over the selected interval under the column, the chart will indicate the number of
timeline events for this time interval. Likewise, hovering over the column of interest, the
number of events of a certain type in the selected time interval is displayed.
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Another added feature emerges when hovering over the chart column, a hint showing the
last 3 events of the chosen type within selected interval, emerges. Click on the column of
interest to switch to the desired time range. The grid switches to the latest (newest) event
corresponding to the selected type and time interval.

Activity Matrix
This feature helps detect when the device was most used, sorting that information by hours
and weekdays. Every hour of a weekday is displayed as a rectangle with the number of events
corresponding to the hour written inside. Each rectangle is highlighted in a color which
correlates to the frequency of events in that rectangle: green stands for low activity, yellow
for moderate, pale orange for high, and red for extreme.
In the total row, the total number of events per hour is displayed. In the total column, the
total number of events per each weekday is displayed.
If there were no events at a certain hour of the week, the cell will be empty.

You can use Activity Matrix to:
• View activity within a specific hour. Select the hour cell you would like to examine
and click Apply to view the events. Alternatively, a double left click on the cell would
perform the same function. The triangle displayed in the lower-right corner of the cell
indicates that only events within the hour cell are displayed.
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•

View activity within multiple hours. Select multiple cells of interest while holding Ctrl,
and click Apply to view the events within them. Alternatively, you can select them by
holding the left mouse button, dragging it across the cells in question, and then
clicking Apply. Another way to perform the same function is to click the first and then
last cell while holding Shift, resulting in all cells between them being selected.
• View activity within specific hours or weekdays. Select the cell from a total column
(weekday) or row (hour) and click Apply to view all the events that took place within
that particular hour or weekday. Alternatively, double left-click on the weekday or
hour of interest.
• View activity within a preset timeframe. Select the timeframe at the upper right
corner or in Time Filter tab to view an activity matrix for the chosen timeframe.
• View activity within specific applications. Uncheck the boxes of all irrelevant
applications to view an activity matrix for the applications in interest. Alternatively,
you can double click the application to use it as a filter.
• Reset the filters. Click Reset to reset all the applied filters and time frames. When no
filter was applied, the Reset button remains inactive.
NOTE: Some of the abovementioned functions can be combined. For example, you can view
all the events that took place on Monday at 1pm, within WhatsApp, from December 1st, 2019
to February 20th, 2020.
What is more, you are free to customize activity levels to further enhance the user
experience. Manually set the correspondence between number of events and activity levels
(Low | Moderate | High | Extreme). To do so, right-click at any place on the matrix to open
Activity levels settings from a drop-down list. Then, drag sliders to manually set the
percentage correspondence between number of events and the activity levels. 100% means
max number of events per hour within the case/extraction.

10 Most Recent Communications
The Last Contacted widget is formed automatically based on data within the extraction. The
list of the 10 latest communications is shown with the appropriate app icon, contact name,
and timestamp displayed for each communication. Block settings are located within Settings
button. Click to open a context menu, filtered by type of communication (Call or Message).
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Top 10 Applications
In this widget, the percentage of communications within the most used applications is shown
in a pie chart, with the explication available to the right. There, the number of communicative
events, their percentage from all communications within those 10 apps, the application
name, and icon are displayed. Block settings are located within the Settings button. Click to
open a context menu with chart view settings and to filter by type of communication (Call or
Message).

Top-10 Active Contacts
The percentage of communications with the most contacted people is shown in a linear or
pie chart, with the contact numbers on the right. This includes the number of communicative
events, contact names, applications icons, and their percentage relative to the other 10 most
actively contacted chats are displayed. Block settings are located within Settings button.
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Click to open a context menu with chart view settings and to filter by type of communication
(Call or Message).

Top 10 Groups
The 10 most used groups are displayed in a pie chart, sorted by the percentage of
communication events within them. The explication to the chart, as always, is on the right.
There, you can see the color associated with the group, number of communication events
within it, its percentage compared to the other top-10 groups, icon of the application where
the group chat is, and group chat name. Block settings are located within Settings button.
Click to open a context menu with chart view settings and to filter by type of communication
(Call or Message).
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Data types
In this widget, the number of files of each type for the extraction is displayed. Full
information about the files of each category could be opened by clicking on a data type of
interest.

The widgets formed based on your interactions with the evidence, are:

Key Evidence
This section gets filled as you identify and mark data as evidence. Any data which could be
important to the investigation, could be marked as Key Evidence to become easily accessible,
reviewable, and exported. It is also possible to remove the Key Evidence tag from any event
or data.

Tags
Tags are yet another analytical feature that changes over the course of investigating the data.
You can apply already pre-installed tags, as well as create your own. The tag color can also
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be changed. Some tags can be added automatically upon running our built in Image
Categorization feature. After the Image categorization analysis, the number of matching
images for each supported visual threat category is marked with the corresponding tag.

Notes
When navigating through the evidence, you can add notes to evidence and extractions. All
the notes added will be displayed in the Notes section. All notes can be edited or deleted
later. All the notes, added to the evidence, are grouped by the evidence type within the
widget.
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Hash Sets Search Results
This widget is also formed from your activity. In it, the results of the completed hash set
searches are displayed. If the search for a particular hash set was not performed previously,
you can launch a hash set search directly from the statistics section.

Project VIC
In this block, the data marked with Project VIC tags (if enabled) are shown for quicker access
and identification. Click on any of the tags to instantly view data associated with it.

Any of the widgets can be hidden and then displayed again depending on your desired layout.
If any widget is hidden, the corresponding icon is displayed in the left panel, highlighting the
hidden block.
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Maps
All the data with geo coordinates can be opened in Maps. To open this module, select Maps
from the upper toolbar in the section of interest, be it Timeline, Calendar, user Notes, Calls,
Files, Messages, OS Artifacts, WebKit data, Wireless connections, a specific application or the
Applications section is general. When opened from a specific section, the Maps module will
be automatically filtered showing data from this section. You can take filtering a few steps
further by setting the timeframe using the upper panel, exclude Places,Route lines or
Common locations (all of them are shown by default) by clicking on the Settings icon on the
left part of the map, or filtering data sources on the left sidebar. Zoom the map in and out to
overview the shown data. Click on the entry of interest to view the information about it in
the Details panel on the lower left sidebar.

You can also alter time zones for multiple devices right within the section. By analyzing the
coordinates specified in the information about the file, the program displays the data on the
world map. If the map displays location points from different devices, which also reside in
different time zones, the displayed location points will establish a standardized time zone.
Once the software determines a base time zone, the local values are converted to the values
of the displayed time zone, which the user can see in the program interface.
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You can set the device’s time zone and use it for time values outside of UTC, like EXIF
metadata, for example.

To change the displayed time zone for all devices in the interface, click the Options tab. This
will prompt a dropdown menu. From there, select Time Zone and then Change Time Zone.

Once Change Time Zone is selected, the Time Zone Settings window will launch, allowing the
user to change the displayed time zone to the time zone of their choosing. Keep in mind that
this setting can be changed as needed, so you have the ability to view evidence from as many
differing Time Zones as possible throughout the course of a case.
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After the chosen Time Zone is set, the time values for each location point will change
accordingly, giving the investigator the ability to view all the evidence and data through the
same investigative lens.
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You can save the changes upon closing the map in order not to lose them. You can also make
Snapshots of the Maps data which will be added to the Snapshots section and could be
included in the reports.

SQLite Viewer
Use our SQLite Viewer to work with SQLite databases. You can open it from the upper right
corner of the extraction home screen or by clicking on the database file you wish to see in
the Files section.
When opening a SQLite file table in a separate thread, the contents of column cells are
checked. When the cell content type is found, an icon corresponding to its type is added
before the value. A value can be opened in File Viewer on a tab corresponding to the value
type (for example, the Media tab for images, audio, and video files), in a third-party program,
or saved to a file.
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You can convert values into readable format with built-in converter. You can also partially
convert the values by double-clicking on a cell or pressing the F2 button with the focus on
the desired cell that puts the cursor in the text selection mode inside the cell. The selected
fragment is immediately displayed in the value converter panel with all available conversion
options.
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In content selection mode, you can use hotkeys, such as:
• Shift+Right-selects the character following the cursor.
• Shift+End-selects all characters from the cursor to the end of the value
• Shift+Home-all characters up to the cursor, and so on.
To exit the selection mode, select any other cell by left mouse click on it or press the Esc
button.
You can export SQLite tables data as well as completed SQLite queries by clicking the Export
button on the toolbar. Button hint is “Export current table to file”.
If you are viewing or working with one of the tables at the moment, the standard report
saving form opens by clicking the Export button, where the name and location of the report
file, the format of the exported data, and other report file general settings could be set. Upon
clicking on Export, the rows of the current table marked with the export checkbox are saved
to a file. The hidden rows and columns are ignored.
In the SQL query editor, the “Export " button is inactive until the SQL query is completed.
When executing an SQL query, if there is a non-zero query result, the button becomes active
and the rows selected by the checkbox can be exported to the report. The Export button is
inactive in the nested tabs of tables, such as DDL, Triggers, Columns, Foreign keys, etc.

Plist Viewer
Use our Plist Viewer to work with plist files. You can import the plist file you wish to view
and analyzeby clicking on the upper right corner of the extraction home screen and selecting
Plist Viewer from the list. It is a convenient way to analyze .plist files from Apple devices.
These files contain information about Wi-Fi access points, speed dials, the last cellular
operator, Apple Store settings, Bluetooth settings, global applications settings, etc.

Options menu
To fine-tune your investigative experience with Oxygen Forensic® Detective, use Options
menu. Call it from the upper right corner of the home screen.
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The Options menu consists of several tabs: General, Search, Import, Advanced analytics,
Contacts, Geo settings, Proxy settings, Project VIC and Updates.
From the General tab, you can state or edit the path to the extractions storage, a folder to
which temporary files will be saved and the program language. Please note that in order to
apply changed settings, you will need to restart the program.
From the Search tab, you can fine-tune the search of phone numbers, selecting one or several
countries from the list using checkboxes, stating leniency and phone number length. The
default lenience setting is the Strict grouping, which means that a set of digits must look like
a phone number. Other options are:
• Possible - any set of digits is considered to be a phone number;
• Valid - a set of digits should resemble a phone number;
• Exact grouping - a set of digits must match the phone number format.
A variety of settings regarding the imported files is located within the Import tab. From there,
state the hash calculation for backup files, recovery of deleted files or applications data at
import, unpacking of nested archives, their nesting level, archive types to process and file
types to ignore, the presence of archived files timestamps, drones sample rate.
Go to Advanced analytics tab to fine-tune your OCR, Image categorization and Facial
recognition experience. All the relevant settings, including whether to run all those analytical
features at import, OCR languages and image categorization types to detect, their thresholds
as well as minimum image size will be accessible from there.
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Take control of contacts merging from the Contacts tab. From there, two merge settings
modes are available: simple and advanced. The main difference between them is that
advanced mode offers more detailed settings for contacts merge within devices and cases. In
simple mode, contacts and accounts merge settings are regulated automatically, depending
on the chosen settings within the interface. From the Contacts tab, you can also choose labels
and values to ignore, state the merge rule as well as phone number length.
In the next, Geo Settings tab, you can insert the Latent Wireless authentication key needed to
receive coordinates via MAC addresses.
Go to Proxy tab to enable or disable proxy and set it.
Project VIC settings are located within the Project VIC tab. From there you can select the
current region as well as categories, which thumbnails will be displayed in interface or
report.
The information about the currently used software version, as well as newest updates, a
shortcut to the customers area, automatic update settings and licensing information and the
opportunity to change the product key are all available from Updates tab.
If you ever struggle with anything or are lacking some of the settings, please let us know
about that. To do so, you can Submit a ticket from the window that opens at the clicking on
the upper right corner of the home screen.

Data Export to reports
You can export the evidence to XLSX, PDF, XML, HTML, JSON, RTF file or in Relativity format.
Call the Export window from the extraction home screen by clicking on the third button
under the device image. Click on the latter icon to export data in Relativity format. You can
also open the Export window from the toolbar of the section of interest. In this case, only
data within this section will be included in the report by default.

Export window opens with the General export settings. By default, all the categories are
included in the report. You can manually exclude the sections and applications, data from
which you do not want to export. Use the checkboxes below to finetune the report, choosing
to export data from the selected sections, only records marked as Key Evidence or export
each section to a separate file. Please note that the latter option is selected by default, so that
you will have to uncheck this checkbox if you want to export all sections to the same file.
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Then, select the folder to which data will be exported, name the report, state the file type and
click Export to proceed.

From the Common tab you can adjust the display of some of the data in XLSX and HTML
reports, access font and security settings.
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The Sections tab offers a more detailed approach to categories that are to be included to the
report or excluded from it. Click on a section of interest to view and edit the list of fields to
export. From there you can set the order of fields and sections as well, in accordance with
your priorities.
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File format options are available from the Files tab. Use it to overview and edit file extensions
associated with each category and to which folder those will be exported.
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If you need to export data within a certain timeframe, go to the Date filters tab. You can state
the timeframe of interest manually or using the calendar. Call it by clicking on the calendar
button.
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Open Header and footer tab to edit both main and page headers and footers.
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If you want to export only tagged data or exclude data marked with certain tags, such as Not
relevant, from the report, go to the Tags tab. Use checkboxes to select or exclude the tags of
interest.
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Add to the report the snapshots made from the Social Graph, Statistics or Maps sections from
the Snapshots tab. The snapshots can be exported to a SVG file within HTML and XML
reports, enabling you to zoom in the image.
Insert the additional information about the report, such as investigator name, location,
agency or company, department, event type from the Report information tab.
JSON Project VIC settings are available from the Project VIC tab.
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As soon as you are done with the export settings, click on the Export button to create a new
report.

Oxygen Forensic® Viewer
Oxygen Forensic® Viewer is a free portable application available to registered users of
Oxygen Forensic® Detective software. You can share a free copy of the Viewer with the
colleagues and other authorized personnel whose task is to view extracted evidence. Any
type of evidence saved in Oxygen Forensic® Detective to the .ofbx backup can be opened in
Oxygen Forensic® Viewer – mobile device, cloud, drone, PC or IoT data.
Upon uploading the .ofbx backup made in Oxygen Forensic® Detective, the user of Oxygen
Forensic® Viewer can do the following:
• View all the evidence acquired from any of the supported digital sources;
• Examine data from apps;
• View deleted records recovered in Oxygen Forensic® Detective;
• Sort and filter data in every section;
• Search evidence in parsed data and in file content;
• Mark data as Key Evidence or add tags;
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•

Export the evidence: all of it or only the important bits in PDF, XML, RTF, XLSX, HTML,
and JSON Project VIC formats.
To use it or share it with the colleagues,
1. Visit your customer area to download Oxygen Forensic® Viewer. There are two
versions – one for a 32-bit system and one for a 64-bit.
2. Save it onto any portable media or even a private cloud;
3. There is no need to install or activate it. Use it yourself or share it with your
colleagues.

Thank you for choosing Oxygen Forensic® Detective!
Please contact our support team in case of any difficulties, further questions or requests.
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